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High Pu isotopes and minor actinides occur in contemporary reactors only in the very
small amount and that is why we have not needed their data with high precise and it was also
practically excluded to test them on the standard reactors measurements.

On the contrary in the transmutational technologies reactors consist of only such
fissionable materials. Taking into account how hard was in the past to have good uranium
libraries we can hardly rely that there will be such in our disposal before the start up the first
experimental reactor for transmutation.

It is shown in the work if we use estimated errors of basic neutron data for the minor
actinides and Pu how to predict operational safety characteristics and how to guarantee that
we shall be working safely and effectively. It is also shown how to use additional information
(e.g. measurements with oscillating samples or irradiation of ampoules in the special reactors)
and data from the beginning of operation to enlarge the precise of prediction. Because the
problem is reduced to the calculation of derivatives and minimization of functional,
mathematical methods for the solutions are also discussed.
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Basic formulation

If we want to design and license nuclear facility we must approve its safety - part of
such procedure is precise, with which, we are able to predict facility behavior. If we do not
know basic nuclear data for some materials as some plutonium isotopes and minor actinides
sufficiently precisely we should show what is predictable with the contemporary knowledge
and what to do for future better prediction.

It is known that ENDF-6 files [1] for uranium was on the level of Monte-Carlo
calculation with around the 1990 and that the situation the transuranium data is much worse.
Specially the correlation matrix of errors could be based only on the so called ,,expert
estimations" which are speaking about the independent errors about 20-30%. It is also not so
easy to measure with Am and Cm - they are radioactive and all works need distant
manipulation.

This and very small experience with such elements in standard reactors (they are there
in a very small amounts) indicate that we must use by the optimal way all information about
it.

On the other side they will be in the ,,waste burner" in great amount and will play
decisive role there.

Let us suppose that we have for all isotopes their Ox(E) with errors given by the
expert estimation which is our initial situation.

First task is answer on such practical question - what is the precise of prediction of
such characteristics as plutonium (Pu) concentration, thermal reactivity coefficients, time in
which Pu with reach the maximal admissible value given by its solubility and other.

Second task is how to obtain and use additional information from reactor type
experiments to evaluate better data with better precise and consequently to be able to do more
precise prediction.

Analyses of the firsftask is done directly for the reactor with feedback because is hard
to imagine cold ,,zero" powefexperiments.

Second task could be divided into two subtasks -
• samples of studied material is so small that it does not influence surrounding media (use of

perturbation theory for their influence is admissible). Standard examples are oscillations of
small samples and burn up of ampoules in research reactors. These experiments lead to the
linear functionals in the cross-sections, which could be evaluated by the standard way
described in the statistical part.

• material is in the great amount in the reactor so that it influence solution. This correspond
to the data from start up and operation of the special reactor ..wastes burner". How to
proceed in order to analyze differences of measurement and prediction to obtain as the
result a nuclear data with greater precise or recommend additional measurement is the
main aim of this work.

This is the key to the sensitivity coefficients and how to use various other experiments
and data from the start up of the reactor to control and predict better - more precise the
system development.
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Nonlinear case — sensitivity coefficients

Physical formulation

We are looking for the initial Pu concentration for the initial power and for the
velocity of Pu adding into the primary circuit to compensate Pu burn up and fission product
absorption to keep the reactor at the power.

Let us denote Co - initial Pu concentration, which is generally mixture of Pu
isotopes and maybe also minor actinides (MA) and tft) - velocity of Pu adding. Then

= CPu(t)+}(t)At - burn up

III

where Pw(t) is power of the reactor
To calculate Co and y we have III and equation for flux

M f = 0 . ' II!
where M is operator describing transport, fission, bum up, leakage and others

including thermal feedback..

Remark to the reactor with external source

Complete reactor with source is not only accelerator + blanket (subcritical part) but
also heat exchangers, secondary circuits and at the end turbine. Key question is what is the
regulation and what is the condition determining it. It could be expected that standard will be
the same as for the critical reactor - constant (or externally given electric) output. This means
the same condition III

\Qp w<) in
and slightly modified equation HJ

M'<p = S IT I

Source in IT I is then the source of primary spallation neutrons and M' is M enlarged
in energy (the same for Q->Q' transformation). Naturally we have in this case two sets of
indeterminitness — connection of the accelerators particle current and source 5, which is not
included into the contemporary analyses and further diffusion, spallation, fission and other
collisions leading to our standard upper energy bound about 2 MeV.

If we have source in the massive graphite block we can suppose that the problem is
separated but in other sasses spoliation source neutrons can cause fission or inelastic collision
and the same problem in basic nuclear data at higher energies is arising.

Roughly speaking source multiplication by some parameters it corresponds to the
accelerator current which will be determined through IVI or connected with the
subcriticallity demand which could be formulated either with kej equivalent or concentration
of Pu distance from critical one or any other technical limitation.

Going through the further mathematical formalism it is clear that is does not depend
on the source and all can be fully generalized. We shall have in that case more unknowns and
more complicated analyses and we shall have to make variations of more unknowns.
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It should be said that k^f is not very convenient parameter, because it has no direct
technical interpretation.

Matrix M depends on concentrations of various elements, their changes in time due
to fission, absorption, radioactive decay and external adding of fuel or removing of some
elements through the chemical and engineering methods.

M is function of time and various integrals of the type
: E

jdt'$dE'C(t)a(E)<p(t',E',C0,y)
o o

To avoid the additional troubles with the explicit burn-up equations it is better to
suppose that we have ,,standard" form of the nonlinear equation with the parametric
dependencies. Such limitation could be removed in the direct analogy with [2].

Perturbations

Co and j(t) are the basic characteristics, which will differ from the measured values.
We want to estimate how great will be the error of the calculation caused by the error in o(E)
for various elements and their isotopes.

(Tej*(E) - microscopic cross-section

for process x, element e, isotope i.
In this formulation we stall not take into account dependence on angles.

To calculate influenceof transformation
O -> O + So 131

where So is small
we must expand interested us values into the series

14.21

It is clear that the concentration of the element e and its isotope / could, be
influenced by other microscopic a . C(, and j(t) plays specific role of generalized
eigenvalues fixed by feedback. Practically the demand for the given power III is fixing Co

and ~){t). If there is a small change of some <J there will be change of C,, to keep the given
value of PJ.0) . Naturally there will be also change of flux. So that we have to derive
equations for the oC0jdo , djjdo and dfyfdo .

In another words it means that we have to have something like generalized
perturbation theory for the nonlinear reactor equations. Let us try to derive conditions to
calculate changes of C,,, / and <$> from the changes of a.
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Full error of the calculation Co, y, 0 will be the sum of all errors for particular G
(and that is why we can formally study only one parameter).
Taking into account /3/ and IAI we obtain for t = 0 ( /= 0)

, oM , ~_ oM

d<p

dtp dC d

Remark.
There is nothing special on the partial derivatives of the operators M and Q over <p. Feedback
is realized mainly through the temperature and temperature is given by the local power
density

dM<j> X£ (dM ^ w dM

For the molten salt reactor is surely oQ/oCo &0 ; for the VVERs is the

dependence Zf on the initial boron concentration is very low but there is remarkable change
of flux and temperatures from which we have stabilization of the solution of 111.
Let us multiply 151 by ( oQJoCo ) $ (which is not vector and we can do it) and using 161

we have equation for S<p

dQdM<p^ dM (dQ<p s^.dQ^\, dQ JM

and this is

3C. 3* dc/ 3$ ]3a 3c/da 3cJ da
This is linear equation for d$ / do and we have now no reasons to expect that there is no

solution or that its matrix is degenerate.
Having characteristics for t-0 we can continue and calculate Sy and S<p for the all

time intervals.
Let us turn our attention to the possibility to find some <p+ function to avoid S<p or

d(f> / do calculation.
If we multiply 151 by <p+ we have

°¥ °¥ = o si
d(j) dCo do

it is not so complicated to come to the conclusion that if

d(p d<p
where co is any function of time
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(a> — 0 is the special case if we solve linear problem.)

then using /I0/ we have

and if we put from 76/

z^fy + ip <pSCo+<p ~r— $80 = 0 / l l /
dtp dC0 da

doT ) T dCo
T ° T da

then from /127 it follows

do do jY^j
A+ dM dQ

Special linear case means that (Q — Q=$ (j>+M — 0 and leads to the standard

adjoint function. Even if/137 is homogenous with respect to co choice

ffl = Pw 7147

automatically ensures that for Pw—$0, feedback is also 0, M is linear and (p* is adjoint

function to <p.
Equation /13/ shows that we are able to calculate sensitivity coefficients for the whole

set of parameters a doing only scalar products and calculating only one special 0+ , which
could be obtained with the same amount of work as <p (or less, because it is solution of the
linear equation /IO/). Also if we need to calculate dip/do we can derive alternative
equations for it, because we know oCo / do .

If we have derivatives of the measured values, we can proceed by the standard way as
it described in the Statistical part.

Frequent case is that we have also local flux or power density measurements. In that
case and in the situation where we have lot of parameters, it is hard to find minimum (best fit
of the experiments) and it is necessary to use alternative methods called generalized theory of
perturbations [3], [4] (generalized Lagrange multipliers).

Correction using generalized Lagrange multipliers

Let us summarize our knowledge of data, oj , which we suppose to have in the

traditional group structure. We shall keep the notation 05, having in mind that i denotes not

only isotope but also type of reaction and dependence in energy. If we denote Oi the

corresponding value from data files [1] then we can write for the aj.
J<r=^iM-^lcrj-a~) t\SI

ij
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{= 2_j wu \P7 ~<Ji) \ *ftnere a r c n o correlations among O{

i J

where w/7 —1/%] » yfr " error of o? given for example by the expert estimation

functional J ^ can arise also after first fitting from the ampoules and oscillation

experiments.

Reactor

If we calculate real facility it is necessary to know set of technical data - dimensions,
densities, compositions, ...; they all have their errors, sometimes very low, so that we are
taking them as precise and also in this work the same hypothesis will be accepted.

Let us determined set of measurements in the reactor and the way how they are
calculated and what it denotes for the operator M.

First of all we measure generalized eigenvalues Co and f( t) .

We can have also detectors in the core measuring activity or electric current

\zdet(j>dV 716/

where 2.det is the characteristic of the detector

(obviously Ldet & 0 only in the small region)

This type of measurements is done continuously in time in some limiting places, it is
characteristics for the solid fuel reactors.

Concentrations of various elements in the core

Main source of information for the molten salt reactor is nearly continuous knowledge
of the fuel salt composition. Concentrations of various elements e could be expressed by

where At is the function enabling us to calculate arising, decay and transmutation
of the element e .

To calculate Ce more easily it will be letter to determine M together with the explicit
set of equation for concentrations using bum-up. Corresponding variational formulation and
derivation of the generalized adjoint concentration is possible [3], [4} and for this problem
will be done in the next works.

Additionally we can measure time-dependent characteristics of the core-change of
eigenvalues if we change some core parameter (infinitesimaily small change); such change is
the derivative of the eigenvalues with respect to this change.

dp 3P - mi
dp ^ dM

<-R
w

where p - parameter which small response on the reactor behavior we measure.
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The same is valid for
Corresponding functional Jr

del e

Minimization with external conditions is sometimes the question of interpretation of
that conditions. Let us try to interpret III - reactor power. Pw is measured and should be
included into the Jr together with corresponding error

JR=Jr+ [\Q<pdV-Pw]-L 1191

We are now able to summarize altogether all conditions and changes:

if <7; -» Gi + So-i => C0-^C0

and also. *• >• —-—h— dcr-
<?/? c?p dpd<J-t

. . . —» . . .
It is under question mark how to calculate dCejdOi because Ce should be

explicitly in M what is obviously not fulfilled. Going into such measurements, it would be
recommendable to write down explicitly system of the first order equation for the
concentrations and derive for them adjoint system.
With the foregoing explanations we are able to write down Lagrangian

1201

and derive equations for yt and y/. Necessary condition for minimum is that all partial

derivatives of Lagrangian with respect to (<p, <p*, yr, yf, cr) are equal zero.

-£L. = M<p = 0 1211

122/
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= 0 724/

/21/, 1221 are already mentioned equations, 724/ is equation for y/ and 723/ for ^ .
Even if system /23/, /24/ looks very complicated it is linear and could be solved in the

strait analogy to the work [4], where nearly the same problem was practically solved. First
task - to find some of the cell parameters to have the best theoretical description of the several
core measurements on the critical assembly; second task - to correct boundary condition using
the one year data (incore measurements, boron acid concentration, power, ...) from VVER-
440 reactor in Bohunice.

Mathematical procedure is iterational - if we have <p, <p*, y/ and yt we use gradient
method to calculate

125/
da,

then

C?ew = (j? + A<Jt /26/
if £>0 is sufficiently small.

To be successful it is necessary to use some tricks in precises of y/ and yf and e
estimations.

In all cases it was no need to have more than 10-12 iterations in the parameters (here

O™wy> solution of corresponding <p*t y/, y? was even faster than <j> and stable. So that we

can conclude that in the computer time about 30 times longer than the basic equation
computer time we can reach minimum of the functional.

Fitting also through the flux derivatives over the searched parameters was tested for
the critical assembly measurements. Both approaches lead to the nearly the same results.
Calculation of derivatives is not recommendable at the beginning of the analyses when we do
not know the sensitivity of measurements to the searched parameters - it can lead to the
nearly singular matrix and with the great amount of parameters computer time is also great. In
the period of study of such problems - about 15 years ago computer time was for such
complicated procedures serious problem.

There is one serious remark if we use Lagrange formalism and have measurements of
the type ^-jet<p • We can find minimum, but we are not able to determine new correlation

matrix because we need o\Liet<f)/ do which needs d<plda . That is why it is
recommended after some experience with Lagrange method and stabilization of the set of
fitted parameters a to calculate at the end also d<plda at least for some subspace of cfs
to be able to have new, lower errors of the basic data.

Statistical Par t

S.I. Definitions and notations

Let us denote the nuclear data to be improved by ak, k = 1, 2,.... m. They can be group
constants, resonance integrals, or other parameters such as v, etc. of various plutonium and
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transplutonium actinides. For the following formalism, it is not necessary to specify to which
particular isotope a selected a* belongs. By a* we denote the values actually available in our
nuclear data library which are evaluated data based on nuclear physics experiments. As such
they are random variables. Their uncertainties are characterized by their variances

J)2fo f) = ~ , *=1 ,2 m, /S.I.I/
Pi

where the p'% are weight factors, and s2 is a factor to be discussed later.
Any calculated reactor physics quantity q (fa, burnup, conversion ratios of particular

isotopes, etc.) is also a random variable due to the uncertainties of the nuclear data used in
their calculation. The effects of the latter can be propagated to the object quantity q by the
help of the sensitivities which are defined as the logarithmic derivatives with respect to the
nuclear data:

These are coefficients to be determined by calculation. We do not go into the details of this
[3], [4] but we consider them as known quantities.1 Let us develop q around some reference
values of the nuclear data (denoted by superscript "0"):

? ( . . . ,G£ , . . . )=? ( . . . ,G^ , . . . )+X^(a£ -cy+h ighe r order terms =

From this we simply derive the following formula for the uncertainty of the object quantity:

— = X c ^ g • /S.1.4/

This is the relative variance of q. We assume here that the a* are statistically independent of
one another. This assumption is made only for simplicity and it can be dropped easily.

The main problem discussed in the present paper is that the uncertainty given by
/S.1.4/ is too high when the object quantity q strongly depends on the nuclear data of
transplutonium actinides. The direct way of its reduction would be to repeat the
measurements of the nuclear data at hand. However, this is not the only possible and not
necessarily the most efficient way: the uncertainty can be reduced also by taking into account
additional reactor physics experimental information. Suppose we have measured reactor
physics parameters yj,j= 1, 2, ..., n which significantly depend on the nuclear data to be
improved. The degree of their dependence on the nuclear data is again characterized by
sensitivities:

When we calculate parameters >';, the calculated values will not agree with the
measured ones. This is due to two reasons: firstly, the y;- are also random variables, and,
secondly, the a* we use in the calculation can be far from the true values of the corresponding
nuclear data. The randomness of the y; is characterized by their variances:

1 When the uncertainties of the nuclear data to be improved are too large, they can have influence on the
calculation of the sensitivities, too. In this case the procedure suggested below becomes non-linear leading to
some iteration.
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= ~ - » j s l , 2 , . . . , n /S.I.6/

where the v/j are weight factors, and Sy is supposed to be known from the reactor physics

experiments. The second reason of disagreement can be eliminated by adjusting the o*
nuclear data so that the measured and calculated values of y^ agreed in the best possible way.
If our calculation model is more or less correct, we may expect that the adjusted nuclear data
get closer to their true values than the original o*. Consequently, the value of the object
quantity q calculated by using the adjusted nuclear may be considered as improved with
respect to its original value. This is the fundamental idea of the mathematical procedure
outlined below.

It is obvious that the idea works mainly when the results of the reactor physics
measurements are much more accurate than the nuclear data. In the opposite case, the
adjustment of the nuclear data becomes a rather unstable procedure and the improvement is
poor. For this reason, we distinguish two cases:

(1) The uncertainties of the y-} are negligible: s*'» 0. In this case, the nuclear data should be

adjusted so that the measured and calculated values of the reactor physics quantities agreed
fully. Mathematically, this leads to a conditional extremum problem2. We will follow the
formulation of Linnik [6], which can be applied when m>n, according to the sense.

(2) The uncertainties of the jy; are not negligible. In this case, it is not reasonable to require a
full agreement between the measured and calculated values of the reactor physics
quantities. Mathematically, it leads to a conventional least square problem, the solution of
which is rather sensitive to the assumptions we make concerning the factors s2 and s2.

The mathematical formulations corresponding to these cases are now the following.

In Case (1), we are looking for such adjusted values of the nuclear data which satisfy
the equations

yy (...,<?£,...) = measured value of yh j= 1,2,.,.,/z.

Here and in the following, the adjusted values are denoted by a tilde. 7/...) denotes the
calculated value of y;. Let us now apply a series development analogous to Equ. /S.l.3/ where
the reference value of the nuclear data are those which are available in our library:

where, as before, the right hand side is the value resulting from the reactor physics
measurement. If we neglect the higher order terms, this is a set of n linear equation for m
unknowns (i.e. the adjusted nuclear data). Leaving the exceptional case of n• = m out of
consideration, this becomes tractable only if the adjusted values of the nuclear data are
somehow restricted. Therefore, we require:

We put this conditional extremum problem in a simpler form. Introduce the following
notations (k = 1,2,..., m, j = 1,2,..., n):

1 In mathematical terms, it reminds the spectrum unfolding technique.
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X i = •

In these notations, we are looking for the minimum of

under the conditions

j = l , 2 n.

/S.1.7/

/S.1.8a/

/S.I.8b/

The solution of this problem is discussed in Section s.2.
In Case (2), the conditions /S.1.8b/ would be too strict to apply since they do not leave

any room for the effects of the random variations of the yy The right approach can be derived
from the maximum likelihood principle. What we have imposed before as a condition to be
satisfied accurately holds only for the mathematical expectations:

where a^ is the true value of a* (k=l, 2, ..., m). Consequently, we have the following
relation instead of Equ. /S.L8c/:

where now

/S.I.9/

/S.I. 10/

The Xj are the same as defined in Equ. /S.1.7/. Assuming statistical independence and
Gaussian distributions, the joint likelihood function of the nuclear data and the results of the
reactor physics measurements is:

v2 / / \ \ 2 '

I
2

A is some constant the explicit value of which is irrelevant for the following. Taking into

account Equ. /S.I.9/ and introducing «/ • — tj^zifj, the maximum likelihood principle leads to

the following least squares condition:

1 1 ( 1
02 = — E Fill +—X «7 *; + Y<cjih = mini

5 S { ^ j

minimum. /S. 1.11/

The solution of this problem is discussed in Section S.3.

S.2. Solution of the conditional extremum problem

The conditional extremum problem formulated in Equs. /S.1.8/ can be solved be a
procedure what Linnik calls "equalization by correlates" (see Ref. [6]). The textbook case of
his method is following. We have the measured values a, P, and y for the angles of a triangle.
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We know their variances and that Oo+Po+Yo= 180° should hold for the true values of these
angles. Problem: what are the optimal3 estimates for the latter? Our problem /S.I.8/ is
analogous but we have more than one conditions to satisfy. Such problems can be solved by
means of Lagrange multiplyers4: we look for the extremum of the functional

as a function of/1,/2, ...,/«.5 By differentiating with respect to/*, we get the equations:
n

'^Lajcji = ° ' * = 1, 2,..., m. /S.2.2V
/=«

If we express fk and substitute them in Equ. /S.1.8b/, we get a set of linear equations for the
Lagrange multiplyers a} which can be solved by conventional methods. The adjustments /*
finally obtained yield the adjusted nuclear data as follows:

Vi = Vi(l + A) /S.2.3/
We introduce the following matrix notations for simplifying the study of the statistical

properties of the adjusted quantities:
P m by m diagonal matrix with p\,p2,..~>Pm in the main diagonal;
C n by m matrix with Cy* as elements (j = 1 , 2,..., n, k = 1, 2,..., m);
Cq vector with cqt as elements {k = 1, 2,..., m);
f vector with/fe as elements (k = 1,2,..., m);
Si vector with a,- as elements (/ = 1,2,.... n);
x vector with Xj as elements (/ = 1,2,..., n).

In these notations, Equ. /S.2.2/ reads as:

P f - C T a = 0 /S.2.2a/
leading to:

f = P" 'CTa /S.2.4/
Superscript "T" indicates transposed matrix. Substitute this in the vector form of Equ.
/S18b/

x + Cf =
yielding:

) x /S.2.5a/

and

)~1f = - P " I C T ( C P " ' C T ) ~ 1 x /S.2.5b/

It can be shown (see [6]) that this solution gives the conditional minimum of the functional £>t
defined by Equ. /S.1.8a/ under the condition /S.1.8b/. We now turn to the study of the
statistical properties of our estimates in somewhat more detail.

Bias

3 The term "optimal" means minimizing the variances of the estimates.
4 Linnik calls them "correlates".
5 The multipliers a} are doubled for mathematical convenience.
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We have assumed above that our calculation model is "more or less correct". This
means in mathematical terms that

M(x)=0 /S.2.6/

It follows then from Equs. /S.2.5/ that the mathematical expectations of both the Lagrange
multipliers and the adjustments are zero:

M(a) = 0 and M(f)=O

This is not surprising at all. The assumption /S.2.6/ involves that we assume our nuclear data
as unbiased. Consequently, the expectations of the adjusted nuclear data (cf. Equ. /S.2.3/)
should be the same as those of the original ones. Now the logical question arises: what is the
advantage of taking into account the results of the reactor physics measurements if, on the
average, the adjustment does not change anything? The answer is simple: as it will be shown
later, the adjustment allows us to reduce the variance (i.e. the uncertainty) of the object
quantity.

Covariances

In order to calculate the covariance matrices of a and f, we need to calculate that of x
first. The neglect of the random character of the y;- is equivalent to the assumption that the

measured values of y>j are equal to yj (...,<Jk ,.. .J, consequently, we may write:

cjk — — — + . . .
k=J Gk

The covariance matrix of the nuclear data a* was defined in Equ. /S. 1.1/ as s P'~ . Let d be
a vector with the elements:

Its covariance matrix is obviously s2F I. Our former series expansion may now be rewritten
in vector form as follows:

x = Cd /S.2.7/
After simple algebra, we get the following covariance matrix for x:6

BX = 52CP"'CT /S.2.8/

We have thus from Equs. /S.2.5/:

B9 = *2(CP~1C1T1 /S.2.9a/

and

B f = 52P"'CTfcP" !CT^ CP"1' /S.2.9b/

Variance of the object quantity

Finally, we calculate the variance of the object quantity q. Let us first calculate its
differential:

6 We denote the covariance matrices by B specifying in subscript to which random vectors they are related.
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On the basis of this, Equ. /S. 1.4/ may be rewritten as (cf. Equs. /S. 1.1/ and /S. 1.7/):

After adjustment of the nuclear data, we replace a* by their adjusted values according to Equ.
/S.2.3/. The differential of the adjusted value of q is obtained as:

or in vector form:

1
if Equs. /S.2.5b/ and /S.2.7/ are also taken into account E is the unit matrix. From this we
simply get the relative variance of the adjusted object quantity:

-P" !CT(CP-'CT)= 52CJ(E-P!CT(CP'CT) C J P ' I E - ^ ^ P 1 ^ ) CP1 Jcq =

The matrix (CP 1CT j is positive defmit, consequently,

^ > 0

for any vector Cq. It we compare Equs. /S.2.10/ and /S.2.11/, we conclude from this that

as it was stated above.

Estimation of s2

The coefficient s2 appears in all previous formulae. Its value can be estimated on the
basis of the minimum of <2i defined in Equ. (x.ISa). We shall show that

/-) _ o^v2 . ;p T 19;
xil — • * A,/i /O.Z. LjU

leading to the following unbiased estimate:

J 2 = ^ - /S.2.13/
n

Equ. /S.2.12/ is proved by Linnik (see Ref. [6]). However, our notations have got
already rather far from those of Linnik, therefore, it is preferable to give an independent
derivation of this fundamental relation. It is noted that this ratio unexpected at first glance. As
usual, sums of squares like that defined in Equ. /S.I.8a/ are random variables proportional to
some x2- That aspect of Equ. /S.2.12/ is thus normal but the number of degrees of freedom is
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heuristically not clear. We have m measured quantities (i.e. the a* nuclear data ), and we fit
n+m parameters (Le. ft and aj), thus a formal and heuristic reasoning would lead to m-
(n+m) = -n degrees of freedom what is a nonsense. That gives the interest of the following
derivation.

Substitute f from Equs. /S.2.5b/ and /S.2.7/ in Equ. /S. 1.8a/:

Qx = fTPf = d ^ ^ Y c P " 1 ^ ) Cd

We have seen that the covariance matrix of d is s2F'1. Furthermore, the rank of the matrix in
the brackets is n. Introduce the random vector

g = P1/2d
whose components are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance
s2. We can now put:

<2,=gTAg with A = P-1 / 2CT(CP-1CT)"1CP- I / 2

The rank of matrix A is n. It can be simply seen that it is a projector A = A. Thus, its
eigenvalues are equal to 0 and 1. Zero occurs (m-n) times while 1 occurs n times. A being a
symmetric real valued matrix, it can be diagonalized in the form:

A = UTDU

where U is a unitary matrix. D is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of A in the
main diagonal. If the elements of U are arranged in such a way that the first n elements of D
were equal to 1, we may write:

0 ; = g
TUTDUg = uTDu = ] £ uf with u = Ug.

»=/
The components of vector u are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance s2. This establishes the proof of Equ. /S.2.12/.

S.3. Solution of the least squares problem

The solution of the minimum problem formulated in Equ. (xl . l l ) is formally simpler
than that of the former problem. Differentiate Q2 with respect to/*:

*= l ,2 , . . ,m . /S.3.1/

In view of definition /S.I. 10/, this is equivalent to fitting the true values 0^ of the nuclear
data. The resulting fitted values have the same significance as the a^ obtained according to
Section S.2. Consequently, the solution of this set of equation results in the same adjustments
fk as determined before. That was the reason of using the same notation right from the
beginning. Let us rewrite our last equation in vector form:

_i_p"f + _ f _ c T W C f = — j C Wx /S.3.2/
S2 Sy Sy

Its formal solution is:

7 The reactor physics measurements were assumed to be have negligible uncertainties, consequently, they may
not be considered as random variables.
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- ^ - P | C 'Wx
s

/S.3.3/

Before going further, we discuss the relation of this formulation to that presented in
Section S.2. We show that Equs. /S. 1.8/ are limits of Equ. /S.3.1/ when

Sy/wj->0 for ally. /S.3.4a/

The left hand side of Equ. (x.3.I) can remain finite in this limit if and only if
m

for all j with probability 1. /S.3.4WXj+LCjk'fk'-*®
k'=\

Introduce the following notation:
in

k'=\ •~>ajt /S.3.5/

These limits are random variables. Upon substituting this in /S.3.1/, we obtain Equ. JS.2.2J.
The only difference is the factor s1 which can trivially be included in the a/.

S.3.1. Statistical properties of the vector given by Equ. /S3.3/

Since the mean of vector x is zero (as before), we have
M(f) = 0

In order to calculate the covariance matrix of f, we have to determine that of vector x first. It
simply follows from Equ /S.1.9/:

/S.3.6/Bx = + j2CP~1CT

We have then form Equ. /S.3.3/:

B f =M(ffT) =

= s'

T 1

CTWCP~! /S.3.7/

Conclusions

We have developed approach how to handle problem with great uncertainly in the
characteristics of the used materials. This feature - uncertainty in basic nuclear data - is the
principal problem which is practically impossible to overcome in the short time and the
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planning and the licensing of the first demonstrational experiments of the plutonium and
minor actinides burner must count with it.

It is probably much easier to develop new mathematical approach than to complete
full knowledge of nuclear data for the new group of elements. We can recommend to proceed
in steps - discrete and license demonstration facility in so called basic state (at the
beginning), where there is smaller influence of the most ..uncertain" elements and in each
time use the new knowledge for the better prediction of the facility behavior. We believe that
this, together with the error analyses and removing the greatest errors in prediction by the
ampoules and oscillation experiments will create new fully acceptable methods for the
engineering of the first burners. We have no doubt that in future data will be known but there
are no reasons to wait with projecting of the burners up to that time.
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